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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

During a September 30, 2021, U.S. Senate hearing, Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., went head to head with

Health and Human Services Secretary Xavier Becerra. Paul called out Becerra for ignoring the

science of natural immunity.

Becerra, who is neither a medical doctor nor a scientist — Paul pointed out that Becerra doesn’t

even have a degree in science — is traveling the country calling people “Qat-earthers” for believing

that if they’ve already had COVID they don’t need the vaccine, Paul said.

“We Vnd that very insulting. It goes against the science,” Paul said. And, Paul added, Becerra is

doing this in spite of an Israeli study  of 2.5 million people that found the vaccinated group was

actually seven times more likely to get infected with COVID than those with natural immunity from

a previous infection.

When Becerra said he wasn’t familiar with that study and “would have to get back” to Paul on it,

Paul chastised Becerra for his ignorance, saying he was making decisions for 100 million

Americans who already had COVID when he isn’t even keeping up with the science.

“You alone are on high and you’ve made these decisions, a lawyer with no scienti8c

background, no medical degree. This is an arrogance coupled with an authoritarianism

that is unseemly and un-American,” Paul said. “You, sir, are the one ignoring the science.”

Another Israeli study  that included 700,000 people, posted August 25, 2021, on the preprint

server medRxiv, found those with prior SARS-CoV-2 infections were 27 times less likely to develop

symptomatic infection for a second time, compared to those who were vaccinated.

A June 11, 2021, Public Health England report  also showed that as a hospital patient, you are six

times more likely to die of the COVID Delta variant if you are fully vaccinated, than if you are not

vaccinated at all.

October 4, 2021, Project Veritas released a video  (below) in which PVzer scientist Nick Karl

states, “When somebody is naturally immune … they probably have more antibodies against the

virus,” correctly explaining that “When you actually get the virus, you’re going to start producing

antibodies against multiple pieces of the virus … So, your antibodies are probably better at that

point than the [COVID] vaccination.”

Yet another senior associate scientist at PVzer, Chris Croce, is caught saying that “You’re

protected for longer” if you have natural COVID antibodies compared to the COVID vaccine. Croce

adds that he works “for an evil corporation” that is “run on COVID money.”

Natural Immunity Appears Robust and Long-Lasting

As noted by Paul, there are dozens of studies showing natural immunity from a previous infection

is robust and long-lasting, something that cannot be said for the COVID shots. Natural immunity is

typically lifelong, and studies have shown natural immunity against SARS-CoV-2 is at bare

minimum longer lasting than vaccine-induced immunity.

Here’s a sampling of scholarly publications that have investigated natural immunity as it pertains

to SARS-CoV-2 infection. There are several more in addition to these:

Science Immunology October 2020  found that “RBD-targeted antibodies are excellent

markers of previous and recent infection, that differential isotype measurements can help

distinguish between recent and older infections, and that IgG responses persist over the Vrst

few months after infection and are highly correlated with neutralizing antibodies.”

The BMJ January 2021  concluded that “Of 11, 000 health care workers who had proved

evidence of infection during the Vrst wave of the pandemic in the U.K. between March and

April 2020, none had symptomatic reinfection in the second wave of the virus between October

and November 2020.”

Science February 2021  reported that “Substantial immune memory is generated after COVID-

19, involving all four major types of immune memory [antibodies, memory B cells, memory

CD8+ T cells, and memory CD4+ T cells]. About 95% of subjects retained immune memory at

~6 months after infection.

Circulating antibody titers were not predictive of T cell memory. Thus, simple serological tests

for SARS-CoV-2 antibodies do not reQect the richness and durability of immune memory to

SARS-CoV-2. A 2,800-person study found no symptomatic reinfections over a ~118-day

window, and a 1,246-person study observed no symptomatic reinfections over 6 months.”

A February 2021 study posted on the prepublication server medRxiv  concluded that “Natural

infection appears to elicit strong protection against reinfection with an epcacy ~95% for at

least seven months.”

An April 2021 study posted on medRxiv  reported “the overall estimated level of protection

from prior SARS-CoV-2 infection for documented infection is 94.8%; hospitalization 94.1%; and

severe illness 96·4%. Our results question the need to vaccinate previously-infected

individuals.”

Another April 2021 study posted on the preprint server BioRxiv  concluded that “following a

typical case of mild COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2-speciVc CD8+ T cells not only persist but

continuously differentiate in a coordinated fashion well into convalescence, into a state

characteristic of long-lived, self-renewing memory.”

A May 2020 report in the journal Immunity  conVrmed that SARS-CoV-2-speciVc neutralizing

antibodies are detected in COVID-19 convalescent subjects, as well as cellular immune

responses. Here, they found that neutralizing antibody titers do correlate with the number of

virus-speciVc T cells.

A May 2021 Nature article  found SARS-CoV-2 infection induces long-lived bone marrow

plasma cells, which are a crucial source of protective antibodies. Even after mild infection,

anti-SARS-CoV-2 spike protein antibodies were detectable beyond 11 months’ post-infection.

A May 2021 study in E Clinical Medicine  found “antibody detection is possible for almost a

year post-natural infection of COVID-19.” According to the authors, “Based on current

evidence, we hypothesize that antibodies to both S and N-proteins after natural infection may

persist for longer than previously thought, thereby providing evidence of sustainability that

may inQuence post-pandemic planning.”

Cure-Hub data  conVrm that while COVID shots can generate higher antibody levels than

natural infection, this does not mean vaccine-induced immunity is more protective.

Importantly, natural immunity confers much wider protection as your body recognizes all Vve

proteins of the virus and not just one. With the COVID shot, your body only recognizes one of

these proteins, the spike protein.

A June 2021 Nature article  points out that “Wang et al. show that, between 6 and 12 months

after infection, the concentration of neutralizing antibodies remains unchanged. That the acute

immune reaction extends even beyond six months is suggested by the authors’ analysis of

SARS-CoV-2-speciVc memory B cells in the blood of the convalescent individuals over the

course of the year.

These memory B cells continuously enhance the reactivity of their SARS-CoV-2-speciVc

antibodies through a process known as somatic hypermutation. The good news is that the

evidence thus far predicts that infection with SARS-CoV-2 induces long-term immunity in most

individuals.”

Another June Nature paper  concluded that “In the absence of vaccination antibody reactivity

[to the receptor binding domain (RBD) of SARS-CoV-2], neutralizing activity and the number of

RBD-speciVc memory B cells remain relatively stable from 6 to 12 months after infection.”

According to the authors, the data suggest “immunity in convalescent individuals will be very

long lasting.”

A September 2021 paper  in the European Journal of Immunology assessed the persistence

of serum antibodies following wild-type SARS-CoV-2 infection at 8 and 13 months after

diagnosis in 367 patients. At 13 months, neutralizing antibodies against the wild-type virus

persisted in 89% of cases, and SARS-CoV-2 spike immunoglobulin G (S-IgG) persisted in 97%

of cases.

What Makes Natural Immunity Superior?

The reason natural immunity is superior to vaccine-induced immunity is because viruses contain

Vve different proteins. The COVID shot induces antibodies against just one of those proteins, the

spike protein, and no T cell immunity. When you’re infected with the whole virus, you develop

antibodies against all parts of the virus, plus memory T cells.

“ The COVID jabs actually actively promote the
production of variants for which they provide
virtually no protection at all, while those with
natural immunity do not cause variants and are
nearly universally protected against them.”

This also means natural immunity offers better protection against variants, as it recognizes

several parts of the virus. If there are signiVcant alternations to the spike protein, as with the Delta

variant, vaccine-induced immunity can be evaded. Not so with natural immunity, as the other

proteins are still recognized and attacked.

Not only that, but the COVID jabs actually actively promote the production of variants for which

they provide virtually no protection at all, while those with natural immunity do not cause variants

and are nearly universally protected against them.

Those With Natural Immunity Have Higher Risk of Side Effects

In addition to having the best protection available, those with natural immunity also face higher

stakes when taking the COVID shot, as their preexisting immunity makes them more prone to side

effects.

An international survey  published in mid-March 2021 surveyed 2,002 people who had received a

Vrst dose of COVID-19 vaccine, Vnding that those who had previously had COVID-19 experienced

“signiVcantly increased incidence and severity” of side effects, compared to those who did not

have natural immunity.

The mRNA COVID-19 injections were linked to a higher incidence of side effects compared to the

viral vector-based COVID-19 vaccines, but tended to be milder, local reactions. Systemic

reactions, such as anaphylaxis, Qu-like illness and breathlessness, were more likely to occur with

the viral vector COVID-19 vaccines.

Based on these Vndings, the researchers called on health opcials to reevaluate their vaccination

recommendations for people who’ve had COVID-19:

“People with prior COVID-19 exposure were largely excluded from the vaccine trials and,

as a result, the safety and reactogenicity of the vaccines in this population have not been

previously fully evaluated. For the 8rst time, this study demonstrates a signi8cant

association between prior COVID19 infection and a signi8cantly higher incidence and

severity of self-reported side effects after vaccination for COVID-19.

Consistently, compared to the 8rst dose of the vaccine, we found an increased incidence

and severity of self-reported side effects after the second dose, when recipients had been

previously exposed to viral antigen.

In view of the rapidly accumulating data demonstrating that COVID-19 survivors generally

have adequate natural immunity for at least 6 months, it may be appropriate to re-

evaluate the recommendation for immediate vaccination of this group.”

Natural Immunity Has Become a Political Problem

By the looks of it, the refusal to acknowledge the reality of natural immunity appears to be rooted

entirely in some sort of geopolitical agenda. There certainly are no medically valid reasons to

claim vaccine-induced immunity is the only way forward. That narrative is clearly based on

Vnancial considerations alone. As noted by Ryan McMaken in a recent Mises Wire article:

“Since 2020, public health technocrats and their allies among elected oQcials have clung

to the position that absolutely every person who can possibly get a covid vaccine should

get one.

Both the Mayo Clinic website and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website,

for example, insist that “research has not yet shown” that people who have recovered

from covid have any sort of reliable protection …

This narrative is reUected in the fact that the Biden administration’s vaccine mandates are

a one-size-8ts-all policy insisting that virtually all adults, regardless of whether or not

they’ve already had the disease, receive a covid vaccine …

The regime has attached itself closely to a vaccinate-everybody-no-matter-what policy,

and a sudden u-turn would be politically problematic. So it's no wonder there's so little

interest in the topic …

Indeed, in a September 10 interview, senior covid technocrat Anthony Fauci claimed that

the matter of natural immunity was not even being discussed at government health

agencies …

But some physicians aren’t as obsessed with pushing vaccine mandates as Anthony

Fauci, and the evidence in favor of natural immunity is becoming so undeniable that even

mainstream publications are starting to admit it.

In an op-ed for the Washington Post  last week, Marty Makary of the Johns Hopkins

School of Medicine argues that the medical profession has hurt its credibility in

pretending that natural immunity is virtually irrelevant to the covid equation.

Moreover, the dogmatic ‘get vaccinated’ position constitutes a lack of honesty about the

data … The policy bias in favor of vaccines ignores many other facts as well, such as the

relative risks of vaccines, especially for the young.”

COVID Jab May Damage Your Heart

Indeed, Israeli data show myocarditis (heart inQammation) occurs at a rate of 1 in 3,000 to 1 in

6,000 among men aged 16 to 24 who get the PVzer shot.  This condition can cause symptoms

similar to a heart attack, including chest pain, shortness of breath, abnormal heartbeat and

fatigue.

When myocarditis occurs, it reduces your heart’s ability to pump and can cause rapid or abnormal

heart rhythms that can be deadly. In severe cases, myocarditis can cause permanent damage to

the heart muscle and lead to heart failure, heart attack, stroke and sudden cardiac death.

Another Israeli study  published in The New England Journal of Medicine, which looked at all age

groups and genders, found the PVzer mRNA jab is associated with a 3.24 times increased risk of

myocarditis,  leading to the condition at a rate of one to Vve excess events per 100,000

persons.

Other elevated risks were also identiVed following the COVID jab, including lymphadenopathy

(swollen lymph nodes), appendicitis and herpes zoster infection.

While health authorities are shrugging myocarditis off as an acceptable and negligible risk, as

most cases are “mild” and “transient,” some medical doctors vehemently disagree, noting there’s

nothing “mild” or “transient” about myocarditis.

Among them is Dr. Charles Hoffe, a family physician from Lytton, British Columbia, who warned

health opcials about the ramiVcations of myocarditis.  About his young, male patients, Hoffe

explained, “They have permanently damaged hearts”:

“It doesn’t matter how mild it is, they will not be able to do what they used to do because

heart muscle doesn’t regenerate. The long-term outlook is very grim, and with each

successive shot, it will add more damage. The damage is cumulative because you’re

progressively getting more damaged capillaries.”

Risk-BeneMt Analysis Is a Personal Undertaking

If a person has a negligible risk of severe illness or death from COVID-19 — such as children,

those who do not have chronic comorbidities and, really, anyone under the age of 60 — then the

risks associated with the jab may well outweigh any potential beneVt. But the only one who can

really make that determination is the patient (or parent in the case of children). As noted by

McMaken:

“In the real world … many medications — including these new vaccines — come with risks

that must be weighed against potential bene8ts. These decisions can only be made at the

individual level, where patients must make their own decisions about what substances to

put into their own bodies.

In other words, blanket policies proclaiming ‘everyone must receive this medical

treatment immediately, or else’ contradicts the realities of the uncertainties and varying

risk levels that affect individuals.

The facts of uncertainty and informed consent were once considered a mainstay of

medical ethics — and of any political ideology that actually respects self-determination

and basic human rights. Unfortunately, the philosophy of ‘public health’ appears to be

uninterested in such trivialities.

At this point, it would be embarrassing for the regime to admit what actual scienti8c

inquiry has shown: that natural immunity is generally superior to receiving the vaccine.

The regime doesn't like to be embarrassed, and neither do the countless doctors and

nurses who have long toed the regime's political line. So expect more of the same.”

While we can expect irrational rhetoric from our so-called leaders to continue, we must never

resign ourselves to their Orwellian version of reality. They’re wrong, and eventually, the truth will

become so obvious that their narrative will simply fall apart.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,250 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The evidence provided by Dr. Mercola in this excellent report proves the superiority of natural immunity. THE ONLY WAY TO END COVID-19
IS NATURAL IMMUNITY AND A RETURN TO NORMALCY, EVERYTHING ELSE IS CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, WITH "VACCINES" AND
HOSPITAL TREATMENTS WITH ANTIVIRALS WITH SERIOUS SIDE EFFECTS, ANTIBIOTICS AND KILLER VENTILATORS. Natural immunity is
more effective against Whuhan's coronavirus variants, much longer lasting, or it depresses the immune system (memory T cells) and does
not create hyperinQammation (ADE) and does not create new strains of coronavirus. Studies are indicating that in some countries like India
62 percent of unvaccinated Indians were found to have antibodies. www.ft.com/.../2f6c0907-a556-414a-920c-88c8ce482ed1  

“Operation Warp Speed” jabs are increasing the risk of infection among the “fully vaccinated.” “For the 60s age group, infection rates are
63% higher in the vaccinated than in the unvaccinated, up from 53% last week, giving an (unadjusted) vaccine effectiveness of minus-63%,”
reported the Daily Sceptic. dailysceptic.org/2021/10/03/vaccine-effectiveness-hits-as-low-as-minus..   21-Year-Old Fully Vaccinated
Student Dies of COVID, as Breakthrough Cases Continue to Climb. Shawn Kuhn, a fully vaccinated senior at the University of Georgia who
was majoring in exercise and sports science, died Oct. 11, more than six weeks after developing COVID symptoms
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/21-year-old-shawn-kuhn-fully-vacci..  (10/14/21) Physician to FDA, CDC: In 20 Years of Practicing
Medicine, ‘I’ve Never Witnessed So Many Vaccine-Related Injuries’
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/dr-patricia-lee-fda-cdc-vaccine-re..  (10/13/21)
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VAX DEATHS EXCEED "Covid" Deaths In Taiwan! - The TRUTH We're NOT Being Told!
www.brighteon.com/bc6339cd-5343-45e9-b420-2dd2cb37d3c6   Almost no one is getting sick in Florida anymore now that
Governor Ron DeSantis has lifted all Wuhan coronavirus mandates and returned the state to normal, while Vermont, which are
almost entirely vaccinated, is seeing a large increase in hospitalizations. and deaths.https://archive.is/h1AOX  (October 11, 2021)
vermontdailychronicle.com/2021/09/30/76-of-september-covid-19-deaths-a..  

Legal experts are preparing to defend the natural immunity from the Wuhan coronavirus infection as a supcient alternative to
getting vaccinated. “I think that a judge might reject a rule that’s been issued by a body, like the U.S. Department of Labor or by a
state, that has not been supciently thought through as it relates to the science, ”Erik Eisenmann, a labor and employment attorney
with Husch Blackwell, told Yahoo Finance. In the Senate, Republican Senator Roger Marshall of Kansas recently sent a letter to CDC
Director Dr. Rochelle Walensky, asking her agency to recognize natural immunity against COVID-19.
www.wakingtimes.com/lawyers-scientists-are-building-a-case-for-why-nat..  (September 28, 2021) Today's hospitals and medical
centers have turned into ventilator murder factories. Now the murder edict has completely eliminated medical devices and turned to
plastic bags placed over patients' heads.

Boeing is demanding that its 125,000 employees take the deadly peak protein shot or be laid off by Dec. 8. Since tens of thousands
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Vaxxer Regime Has a Real Problem Denying Natural Immunity
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

During a September 30, 2021, U.S. Senate hearing, Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., called out Health and Human Services Secretary Xavier Becerra for

ignoring the science of natural immunity

)

An Israeli study of 2.5 million people found the vaccinated group was seven times more likely to get infected with COVID than those with

natural immunity from a previous infection

)

Another Israeli study that included 700,000 people found those with prior SARS-CoV-2 infections were 27 times less likely to develop

symptomatic infection for a second time, compared to those who were vaccinated

)

A June 11, 2021, Public Health England report showed that as a hospital patient, you are six times more likely to die of the COVID Delta variant

if you are fully vaccinated, than if you are not vaccinated at all

)

In addition to having the best protection available, those with natural immunity also face higher stakes when taking the COVID shot, as their

preexisting immunity makes them more prone to side effects

)
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Boeing is demanding that its 125,000 employees take the deadly peak protein shot or be laid off by Dec. 8. Since tens of thousands
of Boeing employees are not members of the vaccine suicide death cult, they will reject the lawsuit and resign.
.www.brighteon.com/096f28f9-d252-4490-8a24-0ad7db8e69e8  (Oct 13, 2021)
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Gui, * "The COVID jabs actually actively promote the production of variants for which they provide virtually no protection at all, while
those with natural immunity do not cause variants and are nearly universally protected against them." A perfect Rockefeller/ Gates
endless parade of "medicines" never totally improving the dis-ease, but actually creating an endless supply of customers. nuff' said
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Hi shav57, Dr. Mercola has presented many reports on the failure of "vaccines" in the most vaccinated countries such as Israel and
the United Kingdom. The Wuhan coronavirus vaccine experiment is a massive failure. Israel is perhaps the greatest proof of this.
The country has one of the fastest vaccine launches in the world. Almost 80 percent of eligible Israelis aged 12 and over have been
vaccinated. Approximately 2.35 million Israelis have also received booster doses. However, new data from the University of Oxford
reveals that Israel has the highest number of COVID-19 cases per capita.

On September 3, Israel had a seven-day average of 1,143 COVID-19 cases per million people, more than double the rate reported in
the US on the same day, which is 501 per million. The Jerusalem Post recently reported that since the beginning of August, nearly
200,000 Israelis have tested positive for COVID-19 and 564 people have died with a COVID-19 diagnosis. In early August, Israel's
Ministry of Health reported that 64 percent of the country's 400 critically ill COVID-19 patients were fully vaccinated.
www.naturalhealth365.com/israel-is-proof-3968.html  (September 10, 2021)
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Very well said is a phrase, Just: "A perfect Rockefeller / Gates endless parade of" medicines "never totally improving the dis-ease,
but actually creating an endless supply of customers."
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Slav57. I notice you just joined the comments today, Oct. 15, 2021. Too bad you haven't been reading Dr. Mercola all along like the
majority of us. Your words would be more convincing if you had been paying attention to this great and self-sacriVcing doctor,
instead of taking the position of the lying mainstream media.
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Shav57: Did you ever wonder why Israel has had to roll out boosters so quickly, after more than 86% of the population has been given
2 jabs? So are 2 jabs not protecting people of Israel? Or are they willingly lining up to be "experimental" subjects for boosters, that
the vaccine companies want to roll out across the world? Did you also wonder why CDC suddenly decided to reduce the CT for
RT-PCR test to 28, only for the vaccinated people, whereas for unvaccinated people the test is run at CT of 35 and above?
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Thank you for the link to the Daily Sceptic.
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When does this Board quit pretending there is a COVID-19 killer virus?
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I totally agree with you! These criminals are getting away with murder. We need the non-jabbed to stand their ground; it’s the only
way we can Vght back as the government is so corrupt, and they blatantly lie and the sheeple are convinced, and refuse to listen to
reason.
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On our natural immunity, there seems to be a near total focus on antibodies with hardly a mention of our innate immune system which is
our Vrst line of defense immune system.  A pathogen would have to overwhelm the innate immune system to survive long enough to even
be a target of antibodies made speciVcally for it, but that doesn't happen with me.  That process takes time -- roughly a week, so that is why
a cold or Qu lasts roughly that long for others and then the army of antibodies wins.  But, at the start of the infection when the pathogen
numbers are still low and susceptible to our natural killer cells my innate immune system ends the pathogen immediately and before it can
even reproduce.

Antibodies are like raising an army.  Large numbers are trained and then deployed and that takes time.  But, natural killer cells are few in
number, don't need to be trained, are immediately active and prevent the pathogen from reaching great numbers before it can even get
started, so essentially natural killer cells are like James Bond with a license to kill and solves the problem with no need for an army or even
being in a war.  It's secret and society doesn't learn of it.  Likewise, if a pathogen enters my body, I'll never know as it is immediately killed.

But, I have some questions.  How is it that my innate immune system is so effective that I haven't had a cold nor Qu in well over three
decades?  How is it that most others don't have that advantage?  What makes the difference?  AND my highest curiosity is what will happen
to a diseased person perhaps not likely to survive, but gets a whole blood transfusion from me as a universal donor?  Will my natural killer
cells that are so effective for me destroy a virus?  Would it destroy cancer?  I have a hunch that it will and a dying person would get up and
walk out with health like never before.  Does it only work for me?  One way to Vnd out!  Transfusions are well understood and very low risk.
 What is there to lose?
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You'd have thought scientists would be beating  a path to your door, cap in hand, to try and Vnd out how you are so wonderfully
healthy!  (I'd love a blood transfusion, were it only possible!).
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Yes, Ronald_H, the natural immunity that Dr. Mercola reported is 13 times more effective than the delta variant vaccine is being
discredited. In this natural immunity memory T cells are essential. He highlights from his link "Our results indicate that
approximately twice as many people have developed T-cell immunity compared to those in which we can detect antibodies." Yes, we
must consider that T cells have three main functions: • They use chemical messengers to activate other cells of the immune system
to start the adaptive immune system (helper T cells). • Detect virus-infected cells or tumor cells and destroy them (cytotoxic T cells).
• Some helper T cells become memory T cells after the infection has been defeated. They can "remember" which germs were
defeated and are then ready to activate the adapted immune system quickly if there is another infection.

The latest serology survey conducted by the Indian Council for Medical Research (ICMR) found that at least two out of three people
in India have coronavirus (COVID-19) antibodies, or natural immunity, against the disease.
www.ft.com/.../2f6c0907-a556-414a-920c-88c8ce482ed1   WHO Changes DeVnition Of ‘Herd Immunity’, Literally Re-Writing
Hundreds Of Years Of ScientiVc Understanding, Just To Push Vaccines. The original deVnition fails to identify the pre-COVID
consensus on what is meant by “herd immunity,” which is when a population becomes protected against a virus because enough
people have been infected with it to create community immunity. ALL STRATEGIES ARE VALID TO PROMOTE VACCINES AGAINST
COVI-19. !!! humansarefree.com/2020/12/who-changes-deVnition-of-herd-immunity-to-p..
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The innate immune system is the initial and primary means by which our body interacts with a virus. The innate system helps the
body Vnd a genetic balance with each new viral update that comes its way. The innate immune system functions within healthy
boundaries in the human body, such as the physical barriers between the gut and the bloodstream, or in the blood vessels that tightly
regulate the movement of ions, molecules, and cells between the bloodstream and the brain. The adaptive immune system is the
secondary means by which our body interacts with viruses, generating a very speciVc response to a virus by using the body's white
blood cells, known as lymphocytes (B cells and T cells).

B cells are responsible for the release of antibodies into the bloodstream. helping the body clean out viruses and bacteria that are no
longer needed. Meanwhile, T cells are responsible for stimulating B cells to produce antibodies. Furthermore, permanent records
maintained by an innate immune system are passed on to successive generations of humans, who therefore will never have an
inQammatory induction reaction to a particular virus. Even in the adaptive immune system, B cells (the source of antibodies) and T
cells (the stimulus of B cells) provide long-lasting immunity.
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I agree with you completely.  I've been fully exposed to covid twice now.  I have tested negative both times. Last Oct my mom ended
up in the hospital with it.  She and her doctor both thought she had arthritis.  Yes, sudden onset severe arthritis.  Ridiculous I know.
 So that's how they were treating her and of course that didn't work.  Anyhow, I brought her to the ER, I cleaned her house, and I
picked her up and took care of her at home.  I was with her for nearly 4 weeks.  In the hospital the prone technique and vitamins may
have saved her; I was her advocate from the outside and had to push for these things.  I can't be sure, but she started improving after
those were added.  Thank you, Dr Mercola, as I followed mostly your advice on supplements, she's almost 72 now, she lived and has
no long term effects!

Just a couple of weeks ago my friend who's been staying at my house got covid.  It started with a bad headache.  I helped care for
him through that.  He felt better after a week and was back to work 10 days after Vrst symptom.  I pushed good food, Quids including
tea, vitamins/supplements, changing sleeping positions, and daily movement.  Somehow I haven't tested positive for covid.  If that's
not natural immunity I don't know what is!!
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I got a T-detect test done, which proves my immunity as best scientiVcally possible.  How can anyobody who got any or all of the
jabs provide any better proof of their immunity?   Yet the government only recognizes one who has gotten the jab(s) as being
"protected".   Orwell's dystopian prophecy of truth becoming falshood and lies becoming truth has indeed come to pass.
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"How is it that my innate immune system is so effective...."  It's very simple. You're not an exception, and it's something ANYBODY
can achieve, and thousands of people have. But Vrst, it's interesting to know what raw materials and fuel you've been supplying your
system with, i.e. the way you feed the complex of bodily systems the immune system is part of. Also the conditions the system is in -
environmental, working, sun exposure, hydration, use of antibiotics, drugs (gut Qora)  - the simple reasons that made and continue to
make humans the only sick species on earth, leading to an accumulated toxic burden and nutrient deVciencies (a couple of vitamins,
minerals, essential fatty acids). There are literally thousands of publications, books, videos on that.  It's not about having those cells
or not - everybody has enough of them.
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Vassil, Certainly I live multiple aspects of healthy living and my gifts of advantages require me to do that as my part.  But, we are all
also different in intrinsic ways.  Your ancestry and genetic code is certainly different from mine and everyone else here even if you
have a twin. Among my bicycle racing team, there are those among us who do more to live healthy, yet they have health challenges
and get colds and Qu and I don't.

I'm stronger and faster than all of them except for tying for Vrst place even though they are much more dedicated and I ride much
less and it just comes naturally to me.  When they fall and get injured, recovery time to heal is normal and when I fall I generally don't
even get a bruise, but when the severity is such that I have bloody abrasions, it heals so fast that I have been accused of having a
twin. I believe that health science will be increased by orders of magnitude by studying me and my amazing health to such an extent
that studying disease could become a moot point. -Ronald      :)
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Ronald, The genetic code of humans is not so different as to make some so much more prone to disease than others, all living
creatures have the same capacity to resist disease, the differences come from what they supply their systems with, the conditions
they're exposed to, and as to humans to a greater extent what the health condition of the mother was, also depending primarily on
her lifestyle,nutrition, exposure to toxins, etc. Anyone who changes their nutrition/lifestyle can achieve almost perfect health. Do
"those who do more to live healthy" actually know what healthy living is?

The most important thing is the fuel supply, and for this the simple basics are what people do that all other animal species don't -
cooking, combining incompatible foods in one meal, consuming foods not suitable for their digestion. They probably know about
processed food, chemicals, additives, etc. but those are contemporary factors. Those who ride much more - marathon-type exertion
is not a healthy thing, this is spent life energy, excessive processing/consumption of nutrients, metabolites, which no animal would
do. Your attitude is better. All these factors are crucial to fast healing, recovery from any illness, and ensure "asymptomatic"
infection....
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Good for you. I blame my horrible bout of the Fauci Flu--which I'm over--on how world events have been worrying me sick. Zinc and
D3 helped a lot. So did an anti mucus pill and lots of water and hot liquids.
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Vassil, Your generalization is generally true as generalizations are, but the subject which is me is not a generalization as it is
speciVcally me as an exception.  Facts bear that out.  Out of a world population, the professional bicycle racers of the world are
much more capable than the rest of the population by far -- not even close.  Sure, they train hard, it is a full time job to them, they are
highly motivated and winning means a lot to them, yet I don't care if I win or lose and just enjoy occasional testing myself against
them and just for the enjoyment of having achieved excellent health and Vtness.

I don't have the devotion and yet I do better than 99% of them to watch the best of the world's professional bicycle racers cross the
Vnish line in my sight meaning I essentially did what they did in a hundred mile race with the rest of them behind me.  But, I do it
without the dedication, with a full time job that doesn't give me the time to ride as much and I do what none of them can ever do as I
do that at twice their age.  Live healthy all you want, but very few in the world can do a small fraction of that.  

Not getting colds nor Qu in well over three decades and amazing resistance to what would be severe physical trauma to others yet
not bothering me or healing overnight on the rare occasion I do get an injury is certainly not something others gain simply by living
healthy.  There is a difference and my life history of facts, more than I can list here, bear that out.  Your conclusion that we are all
essentially the same is erroneous.  But, my point that investigating and learning from what works and why it works instead of
studying disease would advance health science by orders of magnitude remains.
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Yes, we are given an immune system by God when we are born. I believe it may work better for some than others. I also believe in
building up natural immunities. When I was a child, there were only a few vaccines, and we didn’t constantly wash our hands with
antiseptic gels, and we played outside and shared germs with others and our bodies built up an even stronger immune system.

It’s disgusting how many vaccines they have added to our children’s regimen. Some may be beneVcial but I wonder how many of
them are really damaging their immune systems instead?

I’m reading the book Dr. Mary’s Monkey. The government’s lies and deception go way back to the days when the polio vaccine was
being developed. If you read it, you will be stunned!
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"Propaganda is the answer to most important political questions. Why are things so f*cked? Propaganda. Why do people keep supporting
corrupt parties and voting for corrupt a*sholes? Propaganda. Why is there no antiwar movement? Propaganda. Why don't the people rise
up? Propaganda." rom Caitlin Johnstone/Bitcoin, Joe Rogan-Sanjay Gupta;   caitlinjohnstone.substack.com
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Yes, Randall, an uncontrolled marketplace for speculation and food for tyranny and fascism. It turns out that most cryptocurrencies
follow the same Ponzi scheme patterns, which typically involve social media "inQuencers" who draw the lemmings to "get rich quick"
before eventually leading them straight off the cliff. While a handful of cryptos have value in the sense that they offer a legitimate
decentralized alternative to the Fed's fake Vat currency, thousands of others are little more than speculative meme currencies with
no regulatory oversight and questionable functionality.

"It's the most aggressive capitalism we've seen and it's global," says Nic Carter, a prominent crypto voice on Twitter. "It is 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week and it is not fully regulated." www.zerohedge.com/crypto/its-global-its-247-and-its-completely-unregul..  All this
is part of the Great Reset, total control. The most dangerous idea is that any future digital currency should be “programmable”.
Meaning the people issuing the money would have the power to control how it is spent.

An article in the Telegraph, back in June, was just as candid [our emphasis]: Digital cash could be programmed to ensure it is only
spent on essentials, or goods which an employer or Government deems to be sensible. The article goes on to quote Tom Mutton, a
director at the BoE: You could introduce programmability […] There could be some socially beneVcial outcomes from that, preventing
activity which is seen to be socially harmful in some way.
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/10/no_author/programmable-digital-currency-th..  (October 4, 2021)
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Randall, the propaganda is causing the falsely called biological weapons to be causing millions of side effects and deaths. It is time
for no more mandates, no more lockdowns, no more destruction of the economy, no more millions of lives. MANDATE OR FREEDOM:
AN OPEN LETTER TO CORPORATE CEOS. Jon Rappoport. Are you going to order your employees to take the COVID vaccine? Are you
going to Vre those who won’t? Are you going to take away their freedom, for a vaccine that has already caused 700,000 injuries?. And
by the way, that number represents vast underreporting.

The well-known Harvard Pilgrim study concludes vaccine injuries should be multiplied by 100 to arrive at a true number. Let’s get
real. There will be many lawsuits Vled from many quarters, to stop a vaccine mandate; but the outcome of these legal actions is
vastly uncertain. Therefore, you CEOs must…Stand up and refuse. Stand up and say you will not impose a mandate on your
employees, NO MATTER WHAT. In the link. blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/10/15/mandate-or-freedom-an-open-letter-t..
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The history of propaganda in the USA is an important part of our situation.  Edward Bernays pioneered a lot of this work. The results
were used to weaponize key parts of our life. The end goal is power consolidation. Today, medicine is malicious, typical doctors are
dangerous and hospitals are hazardous. Recorded history reveals we need revolution - peaceful or forceful.
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Forbidden - So spot on perfect. Great link. We are One Life, yet are herded into Us vs. Them camps. It's a survival glitch making us
blind to manipulation.
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The cost-beneVt analysis should be considered only as a last resort. Instead, it is the very basis of modern chemically based "medicine". Is
this a good model, and a wise one, as basis for "medical" practice? No wonder mainstream "Medicine" has so many side effects....often,
deadly! https://www.drugs.com   In natural medicine, very few remedies have serious side effects. If they do have them, they are usually
mild and the remedies can be stopped at any minute, unlike BigPharma's drugs, which require a doctor's supervision to be stopped. Most
natural remedies do not require the evaluation of "cost beneVt analysis" and there is no need to think that "in life, we take risks". Yeah, risks
of heart inQammation, blood clotting, death? Come on. It's time for a think and a wakeup call!  We need new paradigms.
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Yes, Mirandola, we need new paradigms, we need the terrain theory approach, Yes, the path is natural immunity, which is the one that
will defeat the Whuhan coronavirus. The "terrain theory", which was started by Claude Bernard and later developed by Antoine
Béchamp, is the basis of true science. What Béchamp called "terrain" is very close to what modern Natural Medicine has now called
the innate immune system. The FDA lives in the world of Big Pharma if it is living in a world, a world where nutrients are dangerous,
but vaccines, drugs, all synthetic products are perfectly safe to cure people. The FDA operates on a false belief system and
reasoning that justiVes its efforts to protect Big Pharma's proVts by exploiting, misleading, and directly harming the public.

The FDA principles deVne the dogma of modern "scientiVc" medicine and drug marketing. These principles are followed by FDA
bureaucrats, drug company executives, psychiatrists, physicians, hospitals, and all who currently proVt from the corrupt US medical
system. The FDA's mission is that dietary supplements are pushed into oblivion and that the public does not have access to accurate
information about dietary supplements. To maintain control, the public must ignore the medicinal uses of all substances other than
proprietary chemicals.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For many decades the FDA has regulated everything from food and tobacco to supplements and prescription drugs; From
over-the-counter drugs and veterinary products to electromagnetic radiation devices and blood transfusions, the FDA is very busy,
not to mention regulating vaccines and biopharmaceuticals. The FDA in 2008, began sending employees to foreign countries,
including India, China, and the UK, to name a few. All of this is thanks to Congress. Over the decades, the FDA has tried to destroy all
forms of comprehensive care in the United States that compete with drug and vaccine treatments. This link exposes the FDA data
and the chronology of the corruption. www.truthwiki.org/fda-food-and-drug-administration
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FDA routinely manipulates the media to protect the agency's own interests, or more speciVcally, those of Big Pharma. ScientiVc
American has obtained documents through the Freedom of Information Act that shed light on the agency's use of numerous
techniques it uses to control the Qow of information to the public by imposing restrictions on the scientiVc press and media. The
FDA uses a variety of tactics to prevent the full truth about a certain product from being revealed. The most important tactic is the
"closed embargo", in which they invite a few selected news sites to a brieVng on the information that will be published with the
conditions. They stipulate that journalists have to renounce their journalistic independence by agreeing to speak only with sources
approved by their agency.

Other tactics used by the FDA include denying the mainstream media access to the brieVng prior to public release of the information,
and releasing half-truths when asked questions directly to obstruct an investigation. Those who intend to speak to unapproved
sources or announce these embargoes face threats. www.mintpressnews.com/fda-found-manipulating-the-media-in-favor-of-big..
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And this is another reason why Doc is under attack. Low risk, high impact, any problems can be addressed fairly quickly, called
misinformation until Big Pharma Vnds a way to reduce a supplement or vitamin to one compound or another then call it medicine
then write the laws to be passed to call the former supplement a danger. Not a medicine, not their medicine, not their monopoly $$$
maker. Just saying.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Guillermou. We are on the same page! The **Food**.... AND DRUG Administration is an inherent conQict of interest! As for
stiQing the Qow of information, that is not going to work for very long. The word will get out as people become ill, are medically
maimed or even die. People will talk. I predict the pendulum will swing and people will defect en masse to natural medicine. That's
how life belongs, and that's how the system is going to correct itself. Mainstream medicine surely has a time and a place when it is
helpful and can save lives,  but by en large to pump the body full of harsh chemicals is an engrained recipe for side effects! Natural
medicine is what truly heals, and people need to be educated about the chemistry, pharmacology and double blind studies that are
now quite abundant in natural medicine. People just don't know.

JustSteve, you are tragically so very right. I hope the whole plot backVres in the face of the stalkers, harassers and wrongdoers. I
trust with time, that it will. The truth will out and then people will realize that Dr Mercola was, in many if not even in most respects,
very right all along.

Guillermou, for the powers that be to tell the "independent" press what to say and do, is fundamental to dictatorship. This can't be
allowed. I think to sue the media, class action, would be important and strategic.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola, what matters most about Doc is when he discovers past protocols need to be adjusted, (D3 works better when mag, m7
K2, is added,)  or have new information & other means make the old paradigm should be dropped, or when s better a practice has
become known, he says so. He walks like he talks. It's why Fauci in the end will never be as trusted as Doc. This site matters. If this
outrageous plandemic & the sneaky fascist world wide digital dictatorship isn't nipped in the bud, there will be no such thing as
natural, wholistic medical practice. Not just our health, but the health of Our Garden, Planet Earth is at stake.
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also: time to disband and shut down FDA and CDC and start over with better plan
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time to turn the tables and defund all federal agencies and REFUND the POLICE!
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

don, ever since our FDA approved glyphosate for use on residential lawns and for use on the Frankenstein like technique of growing
GMO crops and then allowing these crops to be distributed to mankind as food, I knew there was trouble…….BIG TROUBLE!  I’m with
you and your idea take them both down, and start over.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

don3724, A better plan would be one that does not allow government operators at any level (local, stste, federal) to interfere with its
implementaion and maintenance. A fully free free market plan would be such a plan, one in which people and their money and other
wealth are left entirely alone, enabling them to exercise their legitimate individual rights, including their rights to self-ownership,
personal liberty, bodily autonomy, and fredom of production and trade according to their own terms.  Such a plan will require a
complete rejection--by war, if necessary--of the Leviathan government that citizens have allowed to grow and expand over the past
century and a half.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't believe this is 2021 and we even have to have this discussion. This was known as "common sense" when I was growing up. The
doctors wouldn't even vaccinate you for something you already had been infected with. It was considered risky and potentially "life
threatening" to get vaccinated for something you already had. What changed? Were doctors and scientist wrong 20, 40, and 60 years ago?
If so, will we rewrite the rulebooks for science and medicine AGAIN 20, 40, and 60 years from now? It's gotten to the point where medicine,
science, the CDC, FDA, USDA, and NIH have lost all credibility. I have not watched, listened, or read a single thing that has come out of
Fauci's mouth in over a year now. As soon as I see his face or hear his voice I shut it down whether it is my phone, laptop, or TV. The less I
see or hear from this person the better off I am.

Here we have another unqualiVed, indoctrinated loser on the Biden Administration, Xavier Becerra. Who is this guy to be telling anyone what
to put in their bodies? He's just another, of many, arrogant @zzholes/want-a-be dictators, in the Biden Administration. I can't think of a
single person on Biden's panel that's competent in the position they are occupying.  I guess when you are the "village idiot" (Joe Biden) you
feel better when you surround yourself with more idiots.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, jamNjim, all the named institutions, Biden, Fauc, Becerra, etc., are guilty of manipulating the opcial bodies pressured by the
Pharmaceutical MaVa, to continue the "vaccine" against Whuan's coronavirus to everyone, including children. On July 19, America's
Frontline Physicians (AFLDS) Vled a motion asking the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to immediately revoke the
"Emergency Use Authorization" (USA) of the "vaccines" for the Wuhan coronavirus.

The AFLDS wants three groups of Americans to be removed from the pool of people eligible for the vaccine: those under the age of
18, anyone who has already recovered from a Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) infection, and anyone who has not. has been informed.
consent to jab as deVned by federal law. The primary target of the motion is Xavier Becerra, the current HHS secretary under resident
Joe Biden. Other defendants are also named in the lawsuit, which was Vled in federal district court in the Northern District of
Alabama. "The emergency declaration and its multiple renewals are illegal," the complaint alleges.

The overall 99.8 percent survival rate for the Wuhan Qu, as good as it sounds, is also hugely inQated, according to the AFLDS
complaint. Almost no one gets sick from Chinese germs, and those who do are often elderly, obese, or have some other pre-existing
condition. The vast majority of people who test "positive" for Fauci Qu will never develop any symptoms, and would likely never know
they even "had" the suspected virus if it weren't for the fraudulent PCR tests that tend to produce nothing but false positives.
www.theepochtimes.com/nonproVt-sues-hhs-to-immediately-stop-emergency..
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I so agree with you, I won’t put on the news-they are all lying and corrupt and basically committing crimes against humanity. I turn off
the radio when Fauci speaks as well. “Brandon” is just being controlled by them all. Shame on his wife for allowing him to be put in
that position!
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jdrose199
Joined On 7/21/2009 7:04:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there any way to shed the vaccination out of your system I have several friends who are sorry they took the shot? I think they are more
freaked out about having taken the shot than what they all were about covid to start with.
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malena519
Joined On 8/24/2020 8:34:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Bryan Ardis talks about what to do when you have regrets. Please watch the below video. I think around the 1:18 hr mark, he
mentions a protocol. rumble.com/vnge19-is-hospital-protocol-harming-covid-patients.html
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to this article linked by Gui, the shot changes the DNA in an irreparable and irreversible way similar to one with down
syndrome.  survivalblog.science.blog/2020/12/07/vaccine-covid-irreversible-geneti..  

From the article:  "Dear patients, after an unprecedented mRNA vaccine, you will no longer be able to treat the vaccine symptoms in
a complementary way. They will have to live with the consequences, because they can no longer be cured simply by removing toxins
from the human body, just as a person with a genetic defect like Down syndrome, Klinefelter syndrome, Turner syndrome, genetic
cardiac arrest, hemophilia, cystic Vbrosis, Rett syndrome, etc.), because the genetic defect is forever!"
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'd like to know if people who are vaxed have noticed a reduction in sex drive.... and if girls are getting pregnant...
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis101, if they alter the DNA--I hear conQicting reports even among dissenters--that is how it will work.

The altered won't turn into The Fly 1984 or anything dramatic. They'll remain human just like a GMO tomato is a tomato. But sickly,
damaged people. Like survivors of the radiation of Hiroshima.

There is no treatment that can destroy the soul and fool God so He can't recognize you. That bugs me more on a theological level
than anything. The Health Ranger thinks Bill Gates can actually fool God into not recognizing the humans he created. He has a higher
opinion of Gates than I do to think he could achieve such a thing.

It's also dehumanizing to those with genetic disorders. Implying they are subhuman and God doesn't love kids with Down Syndrome.
Social Darwinism thinly disguised as religion.
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Jez...
Joined On 3/6/2021 9:59:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are all sick of these non scientists, non doctors taking the stage and advising us on matters they know precious little about. Good for
Rand Paul exposing these actors.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A bit off topic but Covid related.  In one of Dr. Reiner Fuellmich's reports he was discussing events with the doctor on his committee, Dr.
Wolfgang Wodarg, an internist.  Wolfgang said several health groups, CDC, WHO, etc, had advised there was no need for aspiration prior to
giving the vax.  There are about 16 billion injections a year in the world, not all Covid vax.  The aspiration of the injection involves pulling
back for a few seconds on the syringe.  If giving the vax shot which should be in the intramuscular area of the arm there should be no blood
in the syringe when aspirating. If blood is there then the syringe should be replaced and the procedure restarted.

According to Dr. Wodarg there are from 5 to 10% of vax shots that go into a blood vessel.  This delivers an immediate spike protein to the
heart followed by the lungs.  This could be one reason for heart inQammation and respiratory problems.  Also young boys have more
muscular arms with more blood vessels in the area so the chances are higher that they will be getting the shot in the vessel instead of the
muscle.  Therefore more heart problems in young healthy boys/men. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5333604
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Very interesting Otis. Also consider that the so-called next-generation mRNA vaccines intervene directly in the genetic material of
the patient and therefore alter the individual genetic material, which represents genetic manipulation, something that was already
prohibited. and until then considered criminal.

As Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, an experienced physician said: In fact, this “promising vaccine” for the vast majority of people should be
FORBIDDEN, because it is genetic manipulation! "This vaccine is problematic in terms of health, morals and ethics, and also in terms
of genetic damage that, unlike the damage caused by previous vaccines, will be irreversible and irreparable.

After an unprecedented mRNA vaccine, they will no longer be able to treat vaccine symptoms in a complementary way. They will
have to live with the consequences, because they can no longer be cured simply by removing toxins from the human body, just like a
person with a genetic defect such as Down syndrome, Klinefelter syndrome, Turner syndrome, genetic cardiac arrest, hemophilia,
cystic. Vbrosis, Rett syndrome, etc.), because the genetic defect is forever!
survivalblog.science.blog/2020/12/07/vaccine-covid-irreversible-geneti..
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otis101
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Gui, great link.  Amazing how much negative awareness about the vax was known in December 2020 but it was still accepted by
millions of sleeping folks.
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That is very interesting Otis, and you are so right. That may be one of the reasons that some people are having horriVc immediate
reactions and others are not. Not everyone is trained on how to properly give vaccines. There are quite a few of us unvaxxed nurses
who believe that probably a large percentage of the vials were Vlled with saline…they can’t kill everyone at once and get away with it!
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The title of the article itself is gaslighting, because it assumes that the viral infection exists, whereas the symptoms started after 5G
installations during lockdowns. The fraudulent PCR test only added to the Qavor. No virus, including the CV one, has ever been isolated, so
even if viral transmission was possible (which has never been proven, either), it is impossible to create a "vaccine" against it. The real
illness is in the lethal injections (the contents apparently vary even from the same manufacturer). That's what Bill and Melinda was
smirking about on TV (which, of course, I don't watch, but read about it).

In order to maintain the opcial narrative, the creators of the crisis (who, after the artiVcial collapse and a lot of human loss, will
"magnanimously" offer to Vx it in return for full compliance) must insist that the virus exists and the only "cure" is the kill shot. Remember
last year? Nobody even had a cough, people were not collapsing in the streets, and by August, it was clear from public records from several
countries that mortality rates were lower than usual. The "pandemic" existed only in computer simulations and on TV.
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Dr. Fleming seems to say he has proof virus is isolated www.Qemingmethod.com I do NOT know!
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Actually, it's always conjecturing. Doctors, understandably, insist on their education and work, which ALWAYS relies on faulty
paradigms, as is the case with all of us on the rest of realms of life and epistemology. Once the initial premise cannot be proven
(which is ALWAYS the case), the rest of human knowledge is a house of cards. Those, who insist on the current "knowledge," will
never learn... Quoting Rappoport:

"Buried deep in the document, in a section titled, “Performance Characteristics,” we have this: “Since no quantiVed virus isolates of
the 2019-nCoV [SARS-CoV-2] are currently available, assays ]diagnostic tests] designed for detection of the 2019-nCoV RNA were
tested with characterized stocks of in vitro transcribed full length RNA...” The key phrase there is: “Since no quantiVed virus isolates
of the 2019-nCoV [virus] are currently available…”

Every object that exists can be quantiVed, which is to say, measured. The use of the term “quantiVed” in that phrase means: the CDC
has no virus, because it is unavailable. THE CDC HAS NO VIRUS. A further tip-off is the use of the word ‘isolates.” This means NO
ISOLATED VIRUS IS AVAILABLE. Another way to put it: NO ONE HAS AN ISOLATED SPECIMEN OF THE COVID-19 VIRUS. NO ONE
HAS ISOLATED THE COVID-19 VIRUS. THEREFORE, NO ONE HAS PROVED THAT IT EXISTS.

As if this were not a revelation to shock the world, the CDC goes on to say they are presenting a diagnostic PCR test, in that very
paper I’m citing, to detect the virus-that-hasn’t-been-isolated…and the test is looking for RNA which is PRESUMED to come from the
virus that hasn’t been proved to exist." I concur. Add the fraudulent test to the mix, and we are ready to roll. Even if an isolated
"doctor" found out the truth, do you think they would be allowed publicity? In my opinion, whoever claims that they isolated a virus
(unless in a soup of other things, assuming that the virus is there, which is insupcient for a "vaccine") is a fraud.
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“Buried deep in the document, in a section titled, “Performance Characteristics” … is there a link to this particular “document” that
Rappoport quoted? Thank you
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grandmax4ever: I am receiving his e-mails as a subscriber. The e-mail is a lot longer and more comprehensive than my quotes. I can
forward the e-mail to anyone who is interested. No links, "only" the document numbers that anyone can look up and access.
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Thank you … I just sent you another message
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rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/04/19/millionaire-offers-1-2-m-rewar..  "we have over 75 letters from various institutions,
governments and universities, asking them a very speciVc question - Haxe you identiVed, isolated, shown the morphology of the
coronavirus? And no one can produce anything, from any lab, from any university, hospital, govt". - Dr R. Young
 www.bitchute.com/.../Z2sAH0Woz38r
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vassil: Thank you for the additional documentation. I have been familiar with it, but I was to lazy to document myself to death. :)
 Rappoport's website is nomorefakenews.com. He is 84; fearless, thorough, acute, with an extremely good sense of humor. He
makes me laugh nearly every day (I am a subscriber to his newsletter). He has revealed a lot of scams by the pseudo-medical
establishment in the last 40 years (with AIDS among them).
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Y'all are correct, there is no lab certiVed reference material named, and certiVed as the elusive SARS-CoV-2. There are a shi-tonne of
patents for fraudulent instruments related to testing for Covid, and treating Covid, but most of these are fraudulent as well. When we
realize that this charade stops, only when we get off the sofa and noose them up, and put them in the ground, only then, will the
Covid games and genocidal tyranny cease to be perpetrated.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kevin131: The problem is that actually, small particles that can be called anything do exist, but their function is unclear and they
cannot be isolated. Exosome shedding theory seems to explain more than viral transmission theory.

The fraud is unlikely to end before the monsters kill each other, too. After all, only one ruler can remain. The question is, who will be
left to rule over.

Humans could end the show anytime by simply refusing to comply with the degenerative, poisonous, humiliating, torturous muzzle,
the poisonous, humiliating, dangerous, fraudulent "tests," and the Wheel-of-Fortune lethal injections from which only the house can
win.
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bsgivens
Joined On 6/15/2013 7:28:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so proud of that Senator!  I pray that more start standing up like this.  He is absolutely right!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is important that we write to, thank and praise good people in public opce. It can give them the courage to keep doing all the right
things, instead of succumbing to pressure to do the wrong things. Thank you for this, and let us keep doing just that. It can be
important strategy as well as a good spiritual thing to do.
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As this Pandemic Qourished for the Globalists it was clear by the manipulating of covid deaths. Our Government and Dr. Fauci lied
continually on the numbers, always blaming any death as a Covid death. Truly false! Sadly still was or is the fact of how many misled
people believe most of what they are told. I.just keep shaking my head with the ignorance of so many. Our local.news, still today, spewing
out the garbage of fear and the numbers appeasing those that want their tool.and weapon to change the culture not only in America but the
world. Finally some are starting to see the fraud  and in fact I think the greatesist crime against humanity in our history. I haven't even
brought up the failure to even treat hospital patients with medicine that really works allowing more than ever should , to die. It's truly evil
what has been done. I am still sad as a Christian. follower of Christ, how many of my friends have fallen for this awful crime against the
world. If time there still are the dangers of these vaccines to address but now.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On top of all the covid insanity; the Cancer Industrial Complex is out in front of the stores again, asking for your money that will help to
destroy even more lives with chemo and radiation! One guy asked me if I wanted to "support" them. I responded: "You're kidding, right? The
last thing that the Medical Industrial Complex wants - is a cure for cancer!"
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A correct answer, Randy, what doctors should do is Vrst study Natural Medicine. No corporation, no doctor, and no government has
any desire for you to be really well. Health is in the hands of each person. Each one should guide their destination, turning to a good
Holistic Medicine doctor when needed. Health is in being aware of the importance of natural medicine, of developing critical
thinking, discarding pharmaceutical products and processed foods, which we constantly see on television. The entire health system
is based on toxic treatments that do not cure anything, they feed the pathologies invented by the cronyism between the
pharmaceutical corporations and the medical class.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly. A healthy society is not good for business. Big Pharma KNOWS this...
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, and how did they respond? Of course, you are very right!
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, Speaking only for myself and my experience with chemo, I must aver that chemo did not destroy my life; but it did destroy
the lymphoma --a type of cancer, in case you don't know--that, if left untreated, would have destroyed and taken my life. What should
I have used instead ? Prayer and happy thoughts ? Daily enemas ? Accupuncture ?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thanks for the replies.

Mirandola; they didn't respond.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A close friend, long in remission from breast cancer, has the cancer again, after taking the jab.  Such sadness that is not needed.

@Arthurrieloutlook, there are treatments for cancer besides chemo.  Big pharma keep them hidden.  PROTEST!!
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rondudek
Joined On 3/9/2011 10:15:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of the conversation about the Covid vaccine has centered around the humoral immune system (ie antibidy production). However there
is also a cell-mediated immune system ( nk killer cells, T cells, T memory cells, etc). The cell mediated immune system is more important
in protecting against viruses.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the innate immune system is the initial and primary means by which our body interacts with a virus. The innate system helps the
body Vnd a genetic balance with each new viral update that comes its way. The adaptive immune system is the secondary means by
which our body interacts with viruses, generating a very speciVc response to a virus using the body's white blood cells, known as
lymphocytes (B cells and T cells). B cells are responsible for the release of antibodies into the bloodstream. helping the body clean
viruses and bacteria that are no longer needed. Meanwhile, T cells are responsible for stimulating B cells to produce antibodies.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PVzer, one of the biggest criminal organisations on the planet is behind the proVteering, no-liability jab agenda.  More and more appalling
information is coming out about their treacherous behaviour.  Here is the latest example:  twitter.com/.../1448729093894197250
 Meanwhile in Imperial Valley Dr George Fareed and Dr Brian Tyson continue to save thousands of lives with Hydroxychloroquine,
Ivermectin, Vitamin D, C & zinc and other protocols - while the corrupt, bank-rolled media studiously ignore these simple, cheap treatments:
www.thedesertreview.com/news/national/doctors-story-of-light-and-life-..  

And a truly superb interview with Dr Robert Malone an expert on the mRNA vaccines, who here exposes the corruption in the so called
"health" agencies - Nazi-style Medical Terrorism in Australian - and the dangers we face thanks to regulatory capture of organisations
which should be standing up for our health.  He too mentions Dr's Fareed and Tyson in Imperial Valley, saving lives with cheap antivirals and
vital EARLY-USE treatments, a common-sense approach tragically and criminally denied to patients all over the world.
rumble.com/vnpbdv-jim-hale-interview-with-dr-robert-malone.html
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you NW, a signiVcant complaint about corruption and crime, the two Qagships of the Pharmaceutical MaVa and the federal
government. So-called federally sponsored public health experts had been conducting experiments on how to get people to take the
Wuhan coronavirus vaccines six months before they were Vrst available. This means that the federal government has sponsored
tests designed to discover the best messages that can be used to vaccinate people.
www.wakingtimes.com/pro-vax-messaging-including-societal-guilt-was-bei..  (October 11, 2021) Molnupiravir the proprietary form
of ivermectin is big business for Merck. According to a report by drug pricing experts from the Harvard School of Public Health
(HSPH) and London's King's College Hospital, a Vve-day course of molnupiravir only costs $ 17.74 to produce, but Merck charges the
government. US $ 712, more than 40 times the drug's producer price.
theintercept.com/2021/10/05/covid-pill-drug-pricing-merck-ridgeback/  (October 5 2021)

“Israel has one of the highest vaccination levels in the world against COVID-19, with 78% of those over 12 years of age fully
vaccinated, the vast majority with the PVzer vaccine. However, the country now has one of the highest infection rates in the world,
with almost 650 new cases daily per million people. More than half are in completely vaccinated people”.
www.science.org/content/article/grim-warning-israel-vaccination-blunts..  "Data released by Israel in July showed that the PVzer
vaccine was only 16% effective against symptomatic infection for those who received two doses in January."
www.cnbc.com/2021/08/25/covid-protection-for-the-fully-vaccinated-is-w..
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, says Jabba the Hut of the New World Order pharmaceutical cabal, I suppose we'll just have to get Wuhan to generate another and
more lethal HIV/AIDS like pathogen that seeks out and destroys immunity to foist upon the world.  We cannot and will not allow natural
immunity to undermine our oligarchic technocratic collectivist goal and megalomaniac geo-social engineering and control.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Society's immune system to globalist genocide, the justice system, has been coopted by freemasons and no longer functions, so our
innate immune system, ie, natural justice, is our last hope... Be prepared to get your hands bloody. In the UK, natural justice has
taken out a globalist parasite, Sir David Amess. I don't promote murder, I prefer they all be on trial, like yesterday, but I can
understand the population's frustration with a treasonous and genocidal government that they are now taking matters into their own
hands, literally. This will remind those remaining psychopaths, they are on notice, by natural justice. The people have had enough of
this pathological globalist tyranny.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well at least 1 Senator seems to be doing his job.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ain't that the truth!  A voice in the wilderness.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Raythe4th, He would be a lot more productive if he were working extirely within the private sector, and doing so at his own expense,
using money earned from his customers, instead of receiving a compensation package that is 100% funded by tax-theft--legalized
theft, but theft nonetheless.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola. I had either a bad cold or Covid in February. Loss of taste and smell and congestion. It lasted a couple of weeks. I
don’t ever want to get the death jab. I just can’t believe how crazy people are nowadays. It’s almost as if the vaxxed are a cult. People love to
believe a lie.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Brenda, el menticide has led the whole world to a sacriVce that, in addition to deaths and diseases, causes a social and
economic crisis that only beneVts the tyrants of this genocide.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tallulah3 Get some Ivermectin and relax, take it easy. All this arguing back and forth sounds like "The Jerry Springer Show"
instigated. This nonsense is almost over anyway. The stopping businesses and needed services until being forced to take the shots
is the last dying breath. When those requiring the shots have lost customers and then try to beg them back with higher pay and
beneVts they will see the error of their ways as their proVt money has quit Qowing and gone to their competitors that didn't require
the shots. Most will not return.  Then we will see the ass kissing begin and keep getting more desperate as elections are lost,
businesses closed all due to this stupid scare.  Good thing coming will be a bonanza for the lower and middle class that actually
works for a living instead of debating.
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brucejohn
Joined On 8/19/2017 3:43:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So what’s going on in Sweden, then, where they decided at the beginning to incorporate herd immunity (together with common sense!) into
their Covid management plans. How are they doing? I ask because I have heard practically nothing about their progress - or lack of
success.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reality in Sweden is FINE. But the dirty western media is manipulated by BigPharma in general and by PVzer in particular. The
opcial data implies over 1 million "infected" and 15,000 deaths. To translate it to real numbers - they are probably 25% of the fake
ones. You know how they do that, they throw every person who comes to the hospital emergency into one basket. LIES are rampant.
Corruption is celebrating. But not for long, as the TRUTH is always The King. The Creator. The Nature.
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mackechnie1
Joined On 9/21/2006 12:30:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My understanding was, after a massive surge in deaths, Sweden adopted the masking, social distancing, and when vaccines became
available, they went with the vaccines.
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You can check numbers for Sweden here, I am including neighboring Denmark for comparison:
www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/sweden#graph-deaths-daily  ~
www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/denmark#graph-deaths-daily
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, Sweden is 52nd in deaths/million and the USA is 17th. A lot of factors at play there. THE NUMBER ONE reason for this is that
the USA uses Remdesivir for hospitalized patients and Sweden uses IVERMECTIN!! Sweden is 25th in cases/million and the USA is
17th.  Sweden didn't do as well as some of their neighbors. However, they did better than the USA by a LOT! If you go to "Swiss Policy
Research" and read their Covid-19 treatment protocol you will understand why. It looks like Sweden took a page right out of Dr.
Mercola's for how to treat Covid-19. swprs.org/on-the-treatment-of-covid-19  

Here's their prophylaxis for preventing infection:  Vitamin D3 (2000 IU per day),  Vitamin C (500mg per day),  Zinc (20mg to 30mg per
day), Quercetin (250mg per day),  Mouthwashes and nasal spray. Here's their Early treatment protocol for Covid-19:  Zinc (75mg to
100mg per day),  Quercetin (500mg per day), Aspirin (325mg per day),Bromhexine (48mg per day), Arginine (3g to 5g per day),
Artemisia annua (powder),  Mouthwashes and nasal spray. Here's there more serious protocol for major symptomatic cases:
 High-dose calcifediol, Sulodexide (LMW heparin), Fluvoxamine, Prednisone, Monoclonal antibody treatment, Anti-androgen
treatment,   Ivermectin
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JamNJim, the Swedish recommendations make a lot of sense! Nasal and saline rinses alongside supplements, meds as necessary
,fantastic! The American prescription? Mr Wash  Your Hands No-Help-For-You-Fauci says stay home, wash hands, decline all
supplements, decline medications, fear ye fear ye, and go die in the hospital! So no wonder the deaths in America are high????
IMPRISON THE WAR CRIMINAL FAUCI, FOR LIFE WITHOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF PAROLE!
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also, excess mortality doesn't seem extreme for Sweden, compared to some of the other lock-downed places:
www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-maps
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Why are the globalists leaving Sweden alone?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/15/2021 7:36:32 PM
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Raz1
Joined On 3/22/2008 5:44:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can’t Vnd any evidence of this in the Public Health England report, can anyone else shed any light on this? “A June 11, 2021, Public Health
England report also showed that as a hospital patient, you are six times more likely to die of the COVID Delta variant if you are fully
vaccinated, than if you are not vaccinated at all.”
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccines don't confer "immunity" they cause injuries to your innate immune function by increasing toxic load. Period, end of discussion.
Antivaxxers have an increased immunity to globalist drivel and media poppycock, which makes us more dipcult to euthanize with
bioweapons, and they hate that fact, fact check it...and you'll Vnd a frothing globalist stupng 'fact checker' pockets with embezzled tax
payer money...FACT.
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angelenaorreygmail.com
Joined On 4/1/2021 3:37:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had a very severe case of Hunta virus about 15 years ago. I have been exposed many times to this latest Qu virus and have not even
developed a sni�e. Is it possible I developed natural immunity to any virus because of the Hunta virus ? I get the occasional cold but little
else. I'm 81 years old. Thank you for any info.
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puppylove
Joined On 8/21/2007 6:31:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a friend who got fully vaxxed with PVzer in January this year.  Right now she is having breathing issues, fatigue.  Wondering if side
effects can happen months out?  Her immediate reactions when vaxxed were being knocked out for a day and aching all over.  Then she
seemed Vne. Now she's having issues?  She is 68 years old, could be something else, but I wonder.  They claim side effects only happen
within a few weeks of the shots though.  Not sure.  I know I'm not getting that crap.
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markyoung12
Joined On 11/22/2020 6:24:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shame on these half-truth tellers: Rand Paul, Trump, DeSantis and other politicians for continuing to act as if anyone needs to take the
frankenshot bioweapon.  All suck ups to the drug dealers.
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, despite all the knowledge, some will be "forced" into vaccination when one has to choose  vaccine or unemployment.  So
perhaps would be great to learn what to do in order to avoid side-effect.  Would  be awesome if there would be something to take to
counteract/cancel the vaccine.  As someone said:  Life is not about waiting 'til downpour is over. It is about learning to dance under the rain.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At a steakhouse here where my daughter and her friend worked, they caught covid there because no one wore masks in the back - caught
covid meaning, didn't feel good for a minute and the PCR said positive.   For some of the older workers, though, they went down like they
had the Qu.   Well - the next round of covid to go through them, the majority didn't get it, and those who did 'catch the bug' said it was so
mild, they could keep working through it. The real travesty is the current mandate is excluding those who've had it naturally AND those
those have natural immunity - God forbid anyone at the CDC or NIAID look into THAT aspect!  I can't believe how embarrassing it is that a
country as 'progressive' as the US is forcing its CITIZENS TO HAVE TO FIGHT TO BRING FORTH THE KNOWLEDGE THAT NATURAL
IMMUNITY is also a thing.  Jeeze.  It's just ridiculous, embarrassing, and a blatant crime against humanity, whatever way you look at it.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had it January 2020, headache and temperature for a day,  husband headache,  temp and cough for two days.  Both late 60's both
Vne. Children and grandchildren have had it,  all mild all Vne now,  two in their household did NOT catch it.  Even sleeping in same
bed throughout!!! -Jennifer UK
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lovestosing6
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Makes you wonder, doesn't it?  Two 80 year old men, both very healthy, one has diabetes, but also boats and plays golf, the other
gets regular Qu shots - he went into the hospital with covid .... The 80 year old with diabetes who boats and plays golf was told when
having cancer removed, "Did you already have covid?  You have the antibodies!" ... The other man died in the hospital.  I feel like
that's a case for vitamin D ... but you wouldn't think this could be true.  It is.  And it's gut wrenchingly sad.  Our system is so messed
up.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's immunology 101 too. They know exactly what they are doing! Always have. Pure Agenda!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

These doers of crimes simply know there is NO ONE holding them to account. Until they-we DO...none of this stops
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lovestosing6
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Brodiebrock - totally agree!
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Both the Mayo Clinic website and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention website, for example, insist that “research has not yet
shown” that people who have recovered from covid have any sort of reliable protection … Yeah...and we don't want these fake clinics and
private for proVt CDC to help us save our lives; we are good with what we have and have survived living with billions of viruses,  bacteria
and fungi cohabiting our bodies for millions of years on this planet.
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Right?! All we have to do is look around, there's plenty of proof.  Sorry you can't replicate nature in a lab.  Arrg!
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So I had measles,  mumps,  german measles,  whopping cough,  chicken pox as a child.  I am immune to all of them for life,  BUT I
am not immune to Covid after having it,  pull the other one.  If that is the case it really proves it is a bio weapon and NOT natural.
Jennifer. Age 69
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phlattus
Joined On 8/24/2018 8:11:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some scientists have analyzed the ingredients in the vaccine and have found graphine oxide.  We need to know what ALL the ingredients
are !!
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Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those of us that have lived a long life and been exposed to many things not around anymore we have the strongest natural Immunity of
any that are much younger. I wish we, or they, would stop saying the older are more likely to die from Covid. Yes many more old do die but it
is from just aging out and their time to go home rather than Covid.  Another thing is in the old days for employees to get something they
thought they deserved, they would strike, stop working and the company would not be operating anymore so proVts would cease until this
was settled.

Today its screwed the opposite, the company is doing the striking of its own company by demanding all get vaccinated and will lay off all
who do not reply. This laying off, dismissing, Vring, whichever, will cause the company to stop producing or servicing its customers, thus
hurting itself. I would of never believed a company would voluntarily force a strike from within itself to be against itself. I hope to see how
the signs read from the strikers. Will be hilarious!!!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree,  but many old people eat junk,  do no exercise,  are obese,  do nothing in life,  get no sun,  no vitamins,  no anything healthy
really. So their immune systems hardly exist, but if course this applies to millions of all ages  around the world.  Who are obese
practically walking dead,  what do they expect from a little virus without a good immune system. -Jennifer
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Keep in mind these stats tend to be based on PCR tests that are prone to false positive diagnoses, which can't discren between COVID and
other similar conditions.  So, how many of those who reportedly recovered from COVID and were diagnosed with it later were misdiagnosed
either one of both times?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

That whole aspect is a brilliant mess!  They want it to look like Spanish Flu (and a "doctor's son" proudly told me this exact thing,
Covid is like Spanish Flu) - um, really?  Ugh!  The only thing that makes this look like anything like that is the priming with the Quad
Qu shot and/or the vaxxes that tore through assisted living homes like wild Vre.  Oh, and Fauci's choice for hospitals to kill as many
people as he can with is personal money maker, Remdesivir.   I feel like I can say that since I saw EXACTLY that scenario kill a 45 yr
old father of Vve. :(
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Sad about the man you mention, lovetosing, my condolences to all.   The entire fearmongering narrative is so misleading.  The
Spanish Flu was only the Spanish Flu because of the relatively poor state of public health then.  Same thing now might not even be
as bad as the winter 2017-18 Qu outbreak.   If smallpox were released the greatest efffect would be fearmongering, because
sanitation took the wind out of its sails so it became more and more like childhood chicken pox until it disappeaered.  The vaccine
had no effect.  For all I know there have been attempts to release it that failed because it's really so benign in a population that
doesn't have atrocious public health.
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00
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Add as Friend  Send Message

My question is Why is this happening?  Forbes says 40 new billionaires have been covitedly created in the last year.... so is it all about
money?  Is it control?  communism?  any other ideas?
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's about POWER to rule over inferiors as slaves. Ultimate evil rising. God complex of narcissistic rage born of pride.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

00, they are psychopaths.  Could be from centuries of inbreeding and missing that piece of the brain that supports empathy. We can
apply many labels to them but only need one.  They are crazy psychopaths.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think Gates needs more money, but I do look at the senior population so heavily affected.  I pray to God this wasn't about
running out of SS money in 2028?  With Gates, he's probably more about depopulation - and then there's always Schwab and the
Great Reset - and the whole wild thing of transhumanism... pick your poison -they're all scenarios that seem like something out of a
horror sci V novel :(
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's not easy to answer if one is not a sociopath and sociopaths aren't telling.  More power?   A great big game with everyone as
their pawns?  Or a true delusion of thinking they are saving humanity by getting rid of all but an elite (among whom we here who
manage to run the gauntlet may be, for all I know)?
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coolvyakti
Joined On 7/22/2010 8:43:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you have been on this planet for 2-3 decades; all the psychopaths have been repeating their "New World Order" message, and
lately, morphed into "The Great Reset" and "Build Back Better" etc. There is massive coordination and they seem to following a
"playbook". With AI systems in place, obviously a large percentage of humans aren't needed, and people who think they are playing
"God" or its opposite, are trying to decide the fate of the rest of humanity. There is every attempt being made to divide and isolate
people - because they know they will drown, if the rest of us just pee on them. Therefore big tech and social media platforms are
censoring content. These are few forums on which we can chat, but can't really collaborate. If there are any ventures that are trying
to set up collaboration platforms, I would be happy to help because I know this is decimating the sane people who are currently
isolated.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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What about the lack of science proving viruses are causative of disease?  rumble.com/vnd26k-red-pill-interview-dr.-tom-cowan.html
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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I keep thinking about this also.  I remember someone saying the deVnition of a virus used to be 'a poison.'  It's not living, so what is
it?
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BY_GRACE_ALONE
Joined On 6/10/2010 11:33:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It makes me very sad that our world has come to this place that medical science is disregarded and that they push for crimes against
humanity are steam rolled over the people. I have noted that The way these vaccines work is to neutralize one’s memory T cells, which in
affect would neutralize all antibodies against prior infection, correct? I would love for Dr. mercola to write on this and explain what exactly
the vaccines do to the memory T cells and how they affect both short-term and long-term immunity, and how they interact with those who
have received them getting Covid over and over again. There are many questions I have on this!
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razz61
Joined On 10/15/2021 10:29:33 AM
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I have a question for everyone.  Is there cases of false positives or false negatives when getting an antibody test? We went to Quest labs for
an antibody test because my husband's doctor refused to do the test. She claimed their covid response team has found that there is too
many false positive or false negative test results for antibodies from covid19. Is this true. Or after a years time does the antibody load
diminish?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a tricky question - where we give blood and they'll tell us if we have antibodies - but if you go to the doc, there's a certain test
you want.  Maybe it wasn't antibody, it was immunity - you stay having immunity after the antibodies fade, but the body recalls just
Vne.   ArtiVcial antibodies are a different story.  I have a call in to the nurse who explained it to us a couple weeks ago - (infectious
disease nurse injured by the shot/also had covid) ... I'd like that info too.
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ghMnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can we trust anything? So much light has been shed on the bad performers on stage … we all know who, what, when and where. This
morning I went to reference one or more of the many post’s from Dr Mercola in the past few weeks !!! my Vles were cleansed of all my
downloads! So they watch and destroy all evidence that some/all accumulate. It is annoying to have ‘anything’ snooping around my
personal belongings. Damn left moron’s. I had even sent the link to a son; but it had expired due to the 48 hour window.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m not sure how this happened to you … Did you save the pdf copy? The articles in the newsletter do expire in 48 hours - the pdf
copies don’t. Knock on wood, my pdf copies are still intact.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/15/2021 1:53:07 PM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, my ipad lost all my photos (I never expanded my icloud) - thousands of snapshots of articles.  The only thing I lost on the ipad -
my snapshots.  Interesting, eh?   Frustrating!
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"They’re wrong, and eventually, the truth will become so obvious that their narrative will simply fall apart."  Dr. M. states above. The truth is
already that obvious for anybody whose thinking is remotely rational.  The only thing that will make it that obvious for the rest is for people
all around them to become disabled, infertile and die in such numbers they have to admit they've been wrong, and they've been fooled.
 Most people absolutely WILL NOT admit either unless the evidence is all around them and at a crushing level.  The media will hide it - the
damage must be so widespread every person is physically surrounded by it.  Even then, they'll think it's a coincidence - only people they
know, since the media isn't reporting it.

This was a long way of saying I fear Dr. Mercola is overly optimistic that the world at large will EVER wake up. Remember - they control the
media, corporations, academia, the deep state, politicians, EVERY institution.  And continue to amass more wealth as the rest of us become
poorer.  Such power is very close to impossible to overcome.  How long do you think we'll hear voices like Tucker Carlson?  Rand Paul?
 Candace Owens?  McCollough, Malone, Dr. Mercola?  I'm surprised they're not silenced already.  You can be sure they're working on it and
they have virtually all the power and money.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree - the bullies now are holding onto their pride.  Even if they're seeing it, it seems like they don't want to be wrong in this, they
want the unv'xd to be wrong :(
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My only hope is that Revelation is right and the NWO ends after 42 months.
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have followed doctor’s advice for 60 years (three different docs) that told me never to have a Qu shot.  I have never had a Qu shot.  In 60
years I had the Qu — once.  The second time was when I got COVID, sick for 4 days, and completely recovered on my own without any
complications. In the current COVID era, the only talk it seems about immunity (well in mainstream) is about “weakened immunity” to
induce people to take the Cshot.  I hope and pray that more and more evidence about natural immunity comes forward.  By now it should be
so obvious to all that the Cshot is about waaaay more than “health”.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am 69, have never had a vaccine,  have never had Qu,  have not had a cold for over 20 years.  Only had Covid Jan 2020, very mild for
one day,  caught in Israel. Had all childhood diseases so great immune system.  Just get healthy is my advice,  I taught health for 37
years and live my beliefs. -Jennifer
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's great to hear, Jennifer!  I'm with y'all on the 'no Qu shot' part.  No way!  Caught the Qu from a worker coughing when I walk in,
walked right through it - broke my 30 year streak of not having the Qu!  It took 2 days to nest and four days for me kill it.  The man I
got it from was hospitalized with Type A that went into pneumonia.  2/2020 ... I'm sure he'd think he had covid if he didn't Vnd out it
was type A!  Boy do they sound awfully similar!
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“It doesn’t matter how mild it is, they will not be able to do what they used to do because heart muscle doesn’t regenerate." says Charles
Hoffe in the above article. This is another superb article by Dr. M.  But to play devil's advocate, which I think is VITAL if you really want to
claim to be using the scientiVc method, I think Hoffe's statement brings up an obvious question that undermines his claim, and by a lot.
 This claim is nothing new, I've read it numerous times.  So, I keep waiting for elite pro and amateur athletes to become affected by this.  I'm
not aware of a single athlete whose performance is noticeably degraded by the shot.  The few unvaxxed should start showing signs of a
competitive advantage if Hoffe's statement is true. There have been a few lesser level athletes destroyed by the shot as we all know, that's
not what I'm talking about.  I'm talking about the widespread heart damage at a level to affect performance he alludes to.  Where is it?
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

(I haven't gone through the whole article and watched the videos yet) ... There are many still holding out, but I did read there are
milestones - 2 days, within 2 weeks, and then it goes all the way to 24 months (uptick in heart attacks and strokes) then 5 year and
10 year ...  It will be interesting, but expecting it overnight might be a little quick.  I still hope they're wrong.  I know one of the nurses
says they've seen a pattern of it attacking the weakest link - in her it's brain/migraines since being vaxxed.   So who really knows
what course of action it will take?  In two fully vax'd family members we have myocarditis and AVb now ... not so good :(
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing - I agree, who knows what action it will take.  One of the things I love about Dr. Mercola is he knows this too.  He
interviews and quotes a lot of people like Mikovits who predict total calamity with absolute certainty, rightfully so I might add since
we should hear their opinions.  But he recognizes the unknowable when he sees it.

Still, on this particular issue of heart damage from the jabs and wondering why it isn't visibly affecting elite athletes, it has been
many months since most got it, and myocarditis in the most susceptible appears well within that time frame.  So it seems to me we'd
see manifestations of the lesser damage others are suffering by now.  But maybe not as you say.  A childhood friend of mine died a
few years ago of heart issues the doctors said was a result of cancer treatment decades earlier.  That treatment was deemed
necessary to Vght his cancer even though it was known at the time it could kill him from heart damage years later, as it did.  A similar
pattern could appear with the jabs.  That will be easy for the PTB to hide so we might never know it's happening.  Unless only the
unjabbed are left standing.  It will have to be that obvious to see it since it WON'T be investigated.
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Claire.Stevens
Joined On 1/20/2021 9:46:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"By the looks of it, the refusal to acknowledge the reality of natural immunity appears to be rooted entirely in some sort of geopolitical
agenda. There certainly are no medically valid reasons to claim vaccine-induced immunity is the only way forward. That narrative is clearly
based on Vnancial considerations alone." I think there is something else at play here: the left's equality agenda. If we are all equal then
natural immunity cannot be superior to vaccination because not everyone is naturally immune, which means that some are winners and
some are losers. If you're a winner, you must be brought down with the losers. When everyone is sick, then you can have equality.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely, Claire.  The same thing jumped out at me when I read those words - "clearly based on Vnancial considerations alone".
 There is nothing clear about that, not in the least. They are of course thrilled to be taking us all to the cleaners.  But the word
"alone"?  A strong case can be made the Vnancial considerations are not even their most driving motivation.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank your Dr. Mercola and the greater community, for your courage and dedication to the health of individual and truth. The link below of
for a brilliant documentary by Tim Gielen, revealing “The Powers That Be.”   Encourage all to invest an hour of your time and share his
documentary. rumble.com/vn7lf5-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-must-see.html  ... “The eyes see only what the mind is prepared to
comprehend.” -  Henri Bergson
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brigittawaller
Joined On 7/5/2020 10:49:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rand Paul needs to ask for the real reason that this vaccine is being pushed.  He needs to ask what is in it and he needs to ask to see where
this C Virus has been isolated.  He needs to get more intense.  Just shaming people isn;t going to help anyone.  He has to get to the bottom
of the issue.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally agree...need a lot more "calling a spade a spade" and getting to crux of it all!
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brigitt - there are those who consider Rand Paul "controlled opposition".  Personally I just don't know.  He seems too effective at
damaging the opcial narrative for me to believe that.  But he does stop a bit short of the "knock out punch" sometimes - there are
reasons to suspect him.  I'm glad somebody is calling them out to some extent so I'm not looking such a gift horse in the mouth, as
the saying goes! It's worth pointing out he doesn't have the power to get to the bottom of it all by himself.  And if he did, so what?
 They will deny, deny, deny, with the help of the media.  We're already to the bottom of it as far as I'm concerned.  Those of us with a
functioning brain know what's going on, although all the motivations and how the players behind it are connected is hard to be sure
of.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve heard that Ron Paul is a Freemason, and therefore if true, his son probably is as well. The implications should be obvious for
those of us who know the truth about Free Masony and Secret Societies in general. In fact, I would like to see a prerequisite for
anyone running for any public/political opce, not be allowed to run if they are a member in ANY secret society. Past, or present.
Looking at the Jesuit order alone, there is a long history of these people getting involved in government affairs and purposely
wreaking havoc from within. This is no doubt what’s going on all around the world, and nobody seems to be talking about it.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Raythe4th, lots of Satanic or occult imagery associated with the jab. Especially outside the USA. They know more of the evangelical
MAGA crowd would resist if they put it out on American ads.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Friend of mine mentioned a study being touted aggressively up in Madison Wisconsin area done by the UW Health how the medical
experimental injection is superior in immunity protection than natural.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is that scientiVcally accurate? research the immune system and how it works ,research the vaccines and how they work, then decide.
But to merely post and quote articles is not enough. Understanding must be the underpinning. That is, the understanding of immune
physiology.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sure the study and article can easily be found online coming from a major university like the University of Wisconsin. I simply
stated what a friend of mine mentioned to me who lives in that area and him hearing the media harping on the study this past week
as if its the gold standard now. Personally, I have been waiting for the mongers to respond with such studies since there is so much
data now showing how powerful natural immunity truly IS and that is not good for the injection makers...
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Given that UW is a government entity, it stands to reason that its employees, especially its government grant recipients, would
support, promote, and defend the government's propaganda about the "vaccines"
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My take as well Arthur!
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

funny.... and UC Health in Denver is denying a kidney transplant because they haven't been vaxed... thus killing the 20 year old girl
who has found a donor....these places are not in the business of health, they are following the leaders rules and it is all explained
here: MONOPOLY - Who owns the world?   rumble.com/vn7lf5-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-must-see.html
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pressure mounts until people say no before they all die...Fully Vaccinated. worldyturnings.blog/blog
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svmeyer
Joined On 11/3/2009 8:22:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quoting from Dr. Mercola's article...  'While we can expect irrational rhetoric from our so-called leaders to continue, we must never resign
ourselves to their Orwellian version of reality. They’re wrong, and eventually, the truth will become so obvious that their narrative will simply
fall apart.'

The rhetoric and lies from the left have long since fallen apart. The problem is the voice from the media, especially cnn, google, facebook,
microsoft and the other media maVa is screaming louder and has become deafening loud because they all have conspired to censor the
real facts. Unfortunately, the 47% that only listen to the media maVa are now coupled with the illegals that have crossed the  boarder, who
themselves are exempted from vaccinations, along with congress, the senate and judiciary makes the voice of the true fact checkers and
un-vaccinated barely audible. This will continue only until the voice from the media is slapped shut.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When we have loved ones who become ill, medically maimed or die, let us get together and sue the media ,left and right! When
people lose their jobs, housing, food let them get together with a contingency attorney and sue! When businesses lose revenues, let
them get together and sue! It is time to sue, and sue, and sue the media, left and right! Don't give up and don't stop! Keep going! Keep
'em busy in court so they have no time to cause trouble, and make sure they get a good lesson in response to what they have done!
And, contact the media in droves to let them know that we are not only ourselves boycotting them, but we are spreading word to that
effect! Pssst, sshh! Use your VPN when you do so!
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malena519
Joined On 8/24/2020 8:34:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It looks to me as if people are slowly starting to wake up and see what’s really going on. Yesterday, I got an alert from our school district
about a planned protest event I had not even heard of. After asking around, several parents sent me the link below. And schools should not
for a second believe that this is to hurt the schools and their staff. It is quite to the contrary: parents are standing up for their children as a
well as for school staff that is now being forced by Newsom to being vaxxed or else.
atascaderonews.com/news/californian-statewide-school-sit-out-planned-f..  Also a good one: www.instagram.com/.../CU-pKOXlZ2D  And
of course something the scientists in Germany who work with Reiner Füllmich have said all along:
rumble.com/vnmzjt-dr.-nathan-thompson.html
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could this guy be the ultimate whistleblower? nationsinaction.org/maria-zack-and-french-billionaire-expose-global-co..  I really want to
believe a lot of what's put forth here. Part of me is so desperate for this level of revelation to reach the sleeping masses. But this sort of
information will require a ton of vetting, and it's all too easy to believe that it's just another form of manipulation. I Vnd now that the only
source I can trust is my gut, and my gut tells me there's at least something here worth digging for. If you have 80 minutes to digest this, I
would encourage it. And I'd love to hear other viewpoints on this.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I walked away earlier this week after reaching the 30 minute mark. Its possible there is a shadow world government, more then likely
defense contractors have been milking governments for 30 or 40 years. Its also possible this guy wants to instill even more fear.
Stew Peters was having a dipcult time discussing these topics, appeared he may not have had supcient history or background?
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He has certainly received a lot of criticism -- the comments were full of questions as to why he isn't just dropping all this info and
exposing the evil -- but he was adamant that doing so would eliminate much of the evil in a fashion that would create vacuums which
would all too easily be Vlled by more evil. My gut tells me that he's aware of the fact that one does not simply take down a
thousand-year conspiracy with one big data drop. Rather, it's a chess match.
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One question I have relates to the continued usage of standard Qu vaccines. Whether or not a person takes the deadly vaccines "for Covid"
or not, the value or lack thereof of employing the standard vaccine du jour is queried. it's a topic of conjecture in my family and I am unsure
how to answer this question. What is the current feeling toward using these standard Qu vaccines despite the fact that they are very
inepcient and marginally effective at best.  I am a senior. Even the high dose regimes using Qu vaccines have been less than acceptable.
Moreover, I fret that perhaps, just perhaps, these standard vaccines contain the dreaded Covid as perhaps a minor diluent.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/15/2021 6:00:58 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to the DOD, the Qu vaccine increases your risk of catching a coronavirus by 36%. This study was done nearly 2 years
before Sars-Cov-2 ever existed. It was done nearly 4 years before Delta variant ever existed. Coronaviruses typically cause mild
cold-like symptoms. Of the viruses that causes colds, the coronaviruses are one of the least common causes. When the DOD did that
study in 2017, there was no coronavirus pandemic going around. Knowing that Sars-Cov-2 is enhanced to be more infectious, you
could assume that the odds of catching it will be enhanced WAY MORE than 36%.

We know already that the original Sars-Cov-2 strain was more infectious than normal coronaviruses. Now we have Delta which is
presumably twice as infectious as Alpha was. There you could hypothesize that the Qu vaccine would increase your odds of getting
sick from Covid-19 by no less than 72%. Which would you rather have??? The Qu or Covid-19?? At least with the Qu you can GET early
TREATMENT and not be told to go home and quarantine until you turn blue in the face! Here's that DOD link:
www.disabledveterans.org/2020/03/11/Qu-vaccine-increases-coronavirus-..  

The other problem with Qu vaccines is the long term side effects. A 10 year study that followed people who get the Qu vaccine and
those who never got a Qu vaccine showed the VACCINATED people had a much higher percentage of Type-2 Diabetes! This study
was only 10 years long. Imagine what 20 or 30 years will show!

Any viral vaccine that increases your odds of infection from another virus is a FAILED vaccine! What is the point? You have to ask
yourself "Why was the DOD studying the affects of Flu vaccines on coronavirus infections"?? Did the DOD know something the rest of
us didn't? An article Dr. Mercola posted last year showed that the DOD was the largest contributor/funder (from the US) for GAIN OF
FUNCTION bat virus research at the Wuhan Lab in China.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would recommend avoiding any and all "vaccines". Take care of your own health. How do you feel about "Russian Roulette"? The Qu
vaccines, will also be based upon mRNA. I'm not sure; but I believe that they already are. You need to be aware of the fact that many,
many lives have already been destroyed by the nanobot shots. Why anyone would 'choose' to have SYNTHETIC 'anything' injected
into their body - is beyond me!
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jim; DoD = no explanation necessary! Department of Death!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/15/2021 11:13:38 AM
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks a lot for this article:) It is a piece of perfect evidence for no-sayers and everybody who brags about shots—saving and sharing this
blog. It is a shame that it will disappear after 48 hours.
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grandmax4ever
Joined On 6/1/2017 12:34:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I wish there was a way to save the comment section as part of the pdf Vle too …

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/15/2021 2:11:10 PM
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jea1613
Joined On 8/21/2017 7:54:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so very much for this article, I was holding my breath as I listened, absolutely brilliant and it says it all.  Thank you all very much.
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lel36357
Joined On 3/19/2015 5:50:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hooray for Senator Rand Paul.  He has said what we all have been wanting to say for months.  NO BODY HAS THE RIGHT TO ACT LIKE THE
DEITY IN THIS OUTBREAK. Things are already bad enough without the extra added totalitarianism and blind insistence on control.   Thank
you, Senator!!!!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/15/2021 2:07:44 AM
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A ray of hope from South Africa? Click on link at bottom of article for video of court action against SA president and much more
www.trevorwinchell.com/AmericanPatriotsForum/viewtopic.php?f=110&t..
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is long past the time for government operators and all other government employees--sociopaths and psychopaths all, especially
those occupying high positions (selectman, mayor, governor, senator, congressman, judge, POTUS)--to receive the Ceausecu
Treatment when they behave like tyrants.
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mdavis59
Joined On 9/1/2021 7:46:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was tested and don't have antibodies. I got COVID 18 months ago and my antibodies are now gone just fyi. They last approx 8 months.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Antibodies don't hang around more than a few months. That's why these vaccines are failing so miserably. You have to get the T-cell
test. In most cases, having antibodies present means you have an active infection or just recently had one. The T-Cell test is a much
better test for conVrming a covid-19 infection.
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone know where to get Tcell Antibody test? How is done? I did regular antibody test and can’t believe it was negative. I work in high risk
environment (department of health doesn’t tell you if coworkers are positive!!! Go Figure!!!

😡

) and I’ve been ill a couple of times at least
with headache relentless cough stuffy runny nose sometimes mild fever very low grade
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://www.t-detect.com/
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Quovadisnj
Joined On 2/19/2021 7:30:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the Dems Vnally decide to drop this quackery, they will fall back and blame djt, and rightfully so.  Better for GOP to back away from
him Vrst.
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Regarding reference 5, Dr Mercola says this: 'A June 11, 2021, Public Health England report5 also showed that as a hospital patient, you are
six times more likely to die of the COVID Delta variant if you are fully vaccinated, than if you are not vaccinated at all.'  As a 68-year-old Brit
who has not had the vaccine (and I have no intention of getting it), I'm naturally interested in this kind of statistic. However, having scanned
through the report (which is 77 pages long) I'm unable to Vnd anything which conVrms Dr M's statement. The only thing I can Vnd with
death statistics by vaccination status is Table 6, and this does not remotely agree with Dr M's. So can anyone point out to me what in this
particular document could have led Dr M to make this claim?
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I also could not Vnd that speciVc statement.....it may be in one of the numerous tables. I will look again.
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I looked at reference #5 (the June 11, 2021, Public Health England report) and could not Vnd the data that hospital patients who are fully
vaccinated are six times more likely to die of the COVID Delta variant than the unvaccinated. Table 6 on page 15 says that of 42 deaths, 23
were unvaccinated.
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Dr. Mercola provides partial pieces of evidence you want to hear - Israeli report actually says: According to the report by Israeli Channel 13,
the disparity has confounded – and divided – Health Ministry experts, with some saying the data proves the higher level of immunity
provided by natural infection versus vaccination, while others remained unconvinced..... Actually, Israel is doing very well now, mostly due
to massive vaccination. Over 90% of hospitalized people are those who did not get the vaccine.
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